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In my dual career as a scientist and photographer, I have been
fortunate to travel to some of the planet’s wildest corners.
However, I’ve learned that long-term observations made close
to home often reveal the most fascinating and seldom-seen
natural phenomena. These photos show the remarkable
behaviour of common North American mammals, recorded
within just a few kilometres of my study sites at opposite ends
of the USA: in northern Montana’s Rocky Mountains and the
Sonoran Desert in southern Arizona.
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ABOVE A flying squirrel
grasps a spruce cone as it
takes a gliding leap from its
stash to avoid predators.
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fight or flight 

Too big to bite? 

For several years I was puzzled to find the ‘shells’ of large dragonflies
littering the lakeshore on midsummer mornings. Eventually,
I discovered the culprits: montane shrews that patrol patches of
spruce saplings before sunrise, shaking down and subduing
dragonflies still half-frozen from the chill night. The tiny predator
pictured is attempting to overpower a large darner dragonfly; if
successful it will pry open the shell with pincer-like incisors, eating
flight muscles and discarding the beautiful carapace for me to find.

In a northern Montana spruce bog, a young
masked shrew investigates an unlikely prey –
a fritillary, still lethargic in the early morning air.
Juveniles – like this curious individual – engage in
trial-and-error tasting sessions before they settle
on their local diet. Shrews use remarkably constant
routes, marked with their scent glands, to move
through the forest. Lying in the understorey along
these paths, with a few flashes behind me, revealed
a world that had never before been photographed
in the wild. I discovered that their break-neck
dashes are punctuated by split-second pauses,
often – as here – accompanied by a burst of
echolocation to investigate prey at close range.
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Dropping in for dinner
Setting up my camera near a recent wolf
kill in a coniferous forest in Montana, I was
expecting to photograph weasels. Much to
my surprise, the visitors on that frigid
December night were a pair of northern
flying squirrels – a species that only rarely
feeds on carrion. Even more amazing was
the length of the gliding flights that brought
these nimble creatures to the carcass from
the nearest tree, over 100m away. This first
glimpse – of aerobatic mammals floating
across a snowy field, eerily silent under
moonlight – prompted me to start my
in-depth study of the biomechanics of this
species’ flight.
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Look before you leap 
Watching this flying squirrel explode from its snow-buried cache of fir
cones, like a cork popping from a bottle, was a startling experience. The
agile rodent relies on the thrust from its powerful hindlegs and the
stabilising effects of its flattened tail to gain height, before spreading its
flying membrane and gliding to the safety of a nearby tree, leaving
potential predators dazed. This defence is less effective against
sophisticated aerial predators: flying squirrels rustling under snow, too
confident of their escape strategy, are a staple food of great horned owls.
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